
Events such as the 1930’s Great Depression and the 
2008 Global Financial Crisis demonstrate that all fiat 
currency systems are prone to failure.

Today, currencies are created in large quantities by 
banks and governments at faster rates than goods 
and services are produced and brought to the market. 
The QE experiment and the continued expansion of 
the money supply has resulted in rising global prices 
of goods and services and has also created worldwide 
asset bubbles.

The global markets are starting to contract with signs 
of future aggressive and violent movements.

BULLIONBLOCK is a strategically designed bullion-
backed digital financial preservation system to 
shield wealth against global economic volatility. The 
BULLIONBLOCK platform is an inflation hedge that 
protects and preserves the fiat currencies purchasing 
power.

So, if a bank crisis is declared in your country, or the 
market shuts down and fiat currencies depreciate – 
your money is secured!

BULLIONBLOCK is a new Fintech innovation that brings 
together the historically assured security and intrinsic 
value of physical Gold and Silver Bullion with the digital 
security, speed and privacy of transactions that only 
decentralized Blockchain technologies provide.

In response to the collapse of the financial system now 
known as the 2008 GFC, Satoshi Nakamoto invented 
a worldwide transactional ecosystem with inherent 
proceduraltrust - Blockchain Technology.

The BULLIONBLOCK business fintech platform is 
powered by Blockchain technology and designed to 
protect the customer currency account with physical 
Gold and Silver Bullion stored in Singapore and the 
Cayman Islands, along with a worldwide delivery system 
through Strategic Wealth Preservation Ltd.

Our Bullion Blockchain based solution, titled 
BULLIONBLOCK, is a digital global payments gateway 
that provides a mobile App which offers a stable Wallet 
Messenger App.

People’s money should be tamper-proof, stable in value 
- and that’s what BULLIONBLOCK will deliver.

www.BullionBlock.money www.bullionblock.io

In 2020, BULLIONBLOCK will launch a blockchain decentralized global financial technology 
ecosystem backed by physical bullion – the paradigm shift in money transactions – enabling 

anyone from anywhere to manage their money from any device.
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